Other Science Fiction authors
you may like....
Paolo Bacigalupi
Ray Bradbury
Octavia Butler
Michael Crichton
Ernest Cline
Philip K. Dick
Frank Herbert
Ann Leckie
Cixin Liu
Ian McDonald
Kim Stanley Robinson
Neal Stephenson
Jeff VanderMeer
Andy Weir
Connie Willis

"The saddest

If you like
science
fiction...
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aspect of life is
that science
fiction gathers
knowledge faster
than society
gathers
wisdom."
— Isaac Asimov

Then you'll love these books!

Dystopias
A Beginning at
the End
by Mike Chen
Four survivors try to rebuild their
personal lives six years after a
global pandemic brings about a
literal apocalypse.

Waste Tide
by Qiufan Chen
An exploited lowest-caste factory
worker, her ruthless employer, an
American corporate representative
and his heritage-seeking translator
intersect when a dark futuristic
virus is unleashed on a major
Chinese technological site,
triggering a war between the classes.

Space Operas

Sixteenth Watch
by Myke Cole
Coast Guard Captain Jane Oliver
finds herself thrust into a role she's
not prepared for. Suddenly at the
helm of the elite SAR-1 unit, Oliver
is the only woman who can
prevent the first lunar war in
history, a conflict that will surely
consume not only the moon, but earth as well.

by Linden A. Lewis

Near the post-apocalyptic city of
Cape Canaveral, a young outcast
girl is captured by a selfproclaimed prophet and warlord
who has plans to overthrow the
throne.

A four-person crew aboard Earth’s
first warship prepares to defend
the planet from hostile aliens only
to find their communications
disrupted by a sudden and
devastatingly real space battle.

Max and her Jupiter Station team
must learn to work together when
their routine mission to retrieve a
missing ship turns dangerous.

The First Sister

by Julia Whicker

by Max Barry

by K. B. Wagers

by Chuck Wendig

Wonderblood

Providence

A Pale Light in
the Black

Wanderers
When her little sister is afflicted by
a bizarre sleepwalking disorder
that begins to affect people all
across the country, Shana is
embroiled in an apocalyptic
epidemic involving a decadent
rock star, a religious radio host,
and a disgraced scientist.

Alien Encounters

A Sisterhood priestess whose
soldiers own the rights to her body
confronts a difficult choice between
duty and her heart, while an elite
Venus soldier questions his
allegiances when he is ordered to
kill his former partner.

Unconquerable
Sun
by Kate Elliott
A high-adventure space opera
inspired by Alexander the Great
follows the coming of age of
Princess Sun, a legendary queenmarshal’s daughter who navigates
a plot by conniving nobles to
prevent her ascent to the throne.

The Hive
by Orson Scott Card
A second prequel to Ender's
Game finds the warring nations
and corporations of Earth
struggling to set aside their
differences to defend against an
imminent alien invasion.

If Tomorrow
Comes
by Nancy Kress
Following an alien race to Kindred,
scientists, diplomats and a squad
of Rangers find nothing they
expected and instead must race
against time to save humanity from
a deadly virus.

Elusive Salvation
by Dayton Ward
Dispatched to confront a
mysterious vessel entering the
solar system, Admiral James T.
Kirk meets with the emissary from
the Iramahl, a previously unknown
alien race who have come in
search of their missing brethren to
save their people from extinction.

